Background-Although higher optimism has been linked with an array of positive health behaviors, biological processes, and cardiovascular outcomes, the relationship between optimism and heart failure has not been examined. In the United States, 80% of heart failures occur in adults aged 65+ years. Therefore, we examined whether higher optimism was linked with a reduced incidence of heart failure among older adults. Methods and Results-Prospective data were from the Health and Retirement Study, a nationally representative study of older US adults. Our sample included 6808 participants who were followed for 4 years. Multiple logistic regression models were used to assess whether optimism was independently associated with incident heart failure. We adjusted for sociodemographic, behavioral, biological, and psychological covariates. Higher optimism was associated with a lower risk of incident heart failure during the follow-up period. In a model that adjusted for sociodemographic factors, each SD increase in optimism had an odds ratio of 0.74 (95% confidence interval, 0.63-0.85) for heart failure. Effects of optimism persisted even after adjusting for a wide range of covariates. There was also evidence of a dose-response relationship. As optimism increased, risk of developing heart failure decreased monotonically, with a 48% reduced odds among people with the highest versus lowest optimism. Conclusions-This is the first study to suggest that optimism is associated with a lower risk of heart failure. If future studies confirm these findings, they may be used to inform new strategies for preventing or delaying the onset of heart failure. (Circ Heart Fail. 2014;7:394-400.) 
H eart failure is an emerging epidemic. 1 In the United States alone, >5.8 million people have the condition and it costs the nation $39 billion annually. 2 Because of, in part, an aging population, recent reports have projected that the increasing prevalence of heart failure will translate into significantly rising healthcare costs. 3 Given that the risk of heart failure rapidly increases with age, and the number of adults aged >65 years is estimated to double by 2050, 4 identifying new targets for prevention of heart failure is increasingly urgent.
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Despite robust literature examining the clinical, socioeconomic, and lifestyle risk factors for heart failure, 5, 6 links between psychological factors and heart failure have rarely been examined. However, psychological factors may play an important role in the development of heart failure. For example, dispositional optimism-the generalized expectation that good things will happen-has been linked to an array of cardiovascular benefits which range from lower risk of cardiovascular disease to lowered risk of stroke and lower risk of hospitalization after bypass surgery. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Moreover, optimism is associated with important health behaviors, which in turn are strongly linked with a decreased risk of developing heart failure. For example, optimists are more likely to engage in health-promoting behaviors such as eating healthier diets, exercising more, managing stress better, and abstaining from smoking. [11] [12] [13] [14] Optimism is an individual attribute that is not only ≈25% heritable, 15 but can also be shaped by social influences and learned. [16] [17] [18] [19] Thus, it may provide a point of intervention for improving health outcomes. To date, however, no research has examined the relationship between optimism and heart failure.
To fill this gap, we investigated the association between dispositional optimism and incident heart failure. Considering that 80% of heart failures in the United States occur in adults aged >65 years, 20 we used data from the Health and Retirement Study, a longitudinal and nationally representative sample of older adults in the United States.
Based on prior research examining the relationship between optimism and other cardiovascular outcomes, we hypothesized that higher optimism would be associated with a lower risk of developing heart failure. To test the hypothesis, we examined optimism's association with incident heart failure while controlling for a wide range of covariates (eg, sociodemographic, biological, and behavioral factors) that are related to cardiovascular risk. We also considered whether some of these factors (eg, smoking, physical activity) might be on the pathway as potential variables linking higher optimism to a lower risk of heart failure. Although formal tests of mediation were not possible because of data limitations, we assessed whether findings might be consistent with this interpretation. In addition, because several studies have found a link between psychological ill-being and increased risk of cardiovascular events, 21 we controlled for anxiety, cynical hostility, and depression. Evidence that optimism is associated with heart failure even after adjusting for these factors would reduce concerns that a relationship between optimism and heart failure was primarily attributable to the mere absence of psychological ill-being.
Methods

Participants
The Health and Retirement Study (HRS) is a nationally representative panel study that has surveyed >22 000 Americans aged ≥50 years biannually since 1992. 22, 23 In 2006, the HRS added a detailed module that assessed several psychological factors for the first time. Thus, we considered 2006 (the eighth wave) as the baseline for the present study and used psychological and covariate data collected in that wave. Incident heart failure was assessed in follow-up waves: the ninth (2008), tenth (2010), and exit interviews. For respondents who died during the follow-up period, exit interviews were completed by knowledgeable informants (see Methods in the Data Supplement for more detail). The University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research is responsible for the study and provides extensive documentation about the protocol, instrumentation, sampling strategy, and statistical weighting procedures. 22 Because the present study used deidentified, publicly available data, the Institutional Review Board at the University of Michigan exempted it from review.
Procedure
In 2006, approximately half of the HRS respondents were visited for an enhanced face-to-face interview. At that time, respondents were also asked to complete a leave-behind self-report psychological questionnaire, which they then returned by mail. Among people who were interviewed, the response rate for the leave-behind questionnaire was 90%. Although HRS interviewed all couples in a household, only data for respondents aged ≥50 years are made available through HRS. Therefore, among those who were interviewed face-to-face, 7168 respondents were eligible for HRS. We excluded 360 participants who self-reported a history of heart failure at the 2006 baseline, resulting in a final sample of 6808 respondents.
Measures
Heart Failure Outcome Measurement
Using data from the 2008, 2010, and exit surveys, we defined heart failure incidence as a first fatal or nonfatal heart failure based on self-report or proxy report of a physician's diagnosis. HRS did not obtain information about subtypes of heart failure, so we could not consider effects separately by subtype. All health conditions in HRS are assessed via self-report of a doctor's diagnosis. Researchers have rigorously assessed these self-reported health measures, demonstrating their validity and reliability. 22 Furthermore, concordance studies comparing self-reports of heart failure with physical measures and medical records have been conducted across diverse populations. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Across these studies, agreement between self-reported heart failure and medical records ranged from 87.7% to 96.3%, sensitivity ranged from 47% to 68.6%, and specificity ranged from 95% to 97.7% (see Methods in the Data Supplement for more details). [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 
Optimism
Optimism was assessed using the 6-item Life Orientation Test-Revised. 30 Studies have demonstrated that the Life Orientation Test-Revised has good reliability. 8 The measure has also been demonstrated to have good discriminant and convergent validity. 30 Respondents were asked to rate each item on a 6-point Likert scale indicating the degree to which they endorsed such items as, In uncertain times, I usually expect the best. Three negatively worded items were reverse scored. Then, all 6 items were averaged together, with higher scores reflecting higher optimism (Cronbach α=0.78). The overall scores were then standardized (μ=0; σ=1) to facilitate interpretation and comparisons of effect size across optimism studies. In our study, all results can be interpreted as the change in odds of developing heart failure as a function of a 1 SD increase in optimism. In addition, we created quartiles of optimism based on the score distribution in this sample to consider the possibility of threshold or discontinuous effects. Quartiles of optimism were created because naturally occurring or clinically meaningful thresholds have not yet been established for this construct. The mean optimism scores by quartile were 3.21 (low), 4.07 (low-moderate), 4.81 (moderate-high), and 5.68 (high).
Researchers sometimes split the Life Orientation Test-Revised into 2 subscales-one consisting of only positively valenced items and the other consisting of only negatively valenced items. We chose not to create subscales for theoretical and methodological reasons. 31, 32 Optimism is most accurately captured by a scale that combines positively worded items that are endorsed and negatively worded items that are rejected. 31 Furthermore, it is increasingly apparent that this separation into subscales may be at odds with the goal of controlling for acquiescence response bias in the measurement of psychological constructs. Thus, following recent theorizing and work in this area, we used the 6-item composite, rather than creating two 3-item subscales. 13, 32 
Covariates Measurement
Potential covariates included sociodemographic, behavioral, biological, and psychological factors that prior work suggests are relevant to heart failure risk. 5, 6, 21 All of the covariates described below were collected at baseline in 2006.
Sociodemographic covariates include age, sex, race/ethnicity (white, black, Hispanic, other) which was dummy coded with white as the reference group, marital status (married/not married), educational attainment (no degree, General Educational Development or high school diploma, college degree or higher), and total wealth (<25 000, 25 000-124 999, 125 000-299 999, 300 000-649 999, >650 000-based on quintiles of the score distribution in this sample).
Psychological covariates were assessed using measures that have been rigorously evaluated and shown good reliability and validity in previous studies. Depression was measured using the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale 33 (in HRS, M=1.59; SD=2.03; Cronbach α=0.88), anxiety was measured using the Beck Anxiety Inventory (in HRS, M=1.60; SD=0.59; Cronbach α=0.80), 34 and cynical hostility was measured using the cynicism subscale of the Cook-Medley Hostility Inventory (in HRS, M=3.97; SD=1.15; Cronbach α=0.79). 35 The correlations between optimism and the psychological factors were moderate but significant: −0.30 (depression), −0.33 (anxiety), and 0.36 (cynical hostility).
Potential behavioral and biological covariates that might link optimism to heart failure were also considered. Behavioral covariates included smoking status (never, former, current), frequency of moderate (eg, gardening, dancing, walking at a moderate pace) and vigorous exercise (eg, running, swimming, aerobics; reported as never, 1-4 times per month, more than once a week), and frequency of alcohol consumption (abstinent, <1 or 2 days per month, 1-2 days per week, and >3 days per week) which was dummy coded with abstinent as the reference group.
Biological covariates included self-reported weight in pounds, converted into kilograms, and height in inches, converted into meters (used to calculate body mass index according to kilograms per meter squared) and hypertension and diabetes mellitus (each yes/no based on self-report of a doctor's diagnosis). Body mass index was categorized as <18.5 (underweight), 18.5 to 24.9 (normal), 25 to 29.9 (overweight), and ≥30 (obese). Because the underweight category contained only 1.43% of the sample and was unstable in statistical analyses, it was collapsed with the normal category.
Statistical Analysis
We conducted multiple logistic regression analyses to test whether optimism was associated with a lower risk of heart failure. Logistic regression was used because we did not have detailed information on the date each heart failure occurred. Odds ratios (ORs) provide a good approximation of hazards ratios in this study for 4 reasons: the follow-up time was short, the sample size was large, the risk ratio was moderate in size, and the outcome incidence ratio was low (probability of heart failure was 6.14% in our sample). 36 The impact of covariates on the relationship between optimism and heart failure was estimated by adjusting for blocks of covariates.
We first examined a minimally adjusted model and then considered the impact that adding demographic covariates had on the association between optimism and heart failure. We subsequently considered the impact of biological or behavioral covariates in a third and a fourth model. In models 3 and 4, an observed reduction in the association between optimism and heart failure, after adding either biological or behavioral covariates, may be consistent with the possibility that each block of variables represents a potential pathway linking optimism to risk of heart failure. Model 1 adjusted for only age and sex. Model 2, the core model, included age, sex, race/ethnicity, marital status, educational degree, and total wealth. Three additional models were created; model 3-core model+health behaviors (smoking status, exercise, alcohol frequency) and model 4-core model+biological factors (hypertension, diabetes mellitus, body mass index). Although doing so could overfit the model and raise multicollinearity issues, we also created a model 5, which included all covariates.
Several additional analyses were performed. First, we examined whether associations found between optimism and heart failure were maintained even when controlling for depression, anxiety, and cynical hostility. Using the core model, we added each psychological factor one at a time. Second, we examined the data for a potential threshold effect by considering quartiles of optimism. Third, to assess the possibility that the associations found in our study might be because of reverse causality (ie, having undiagnosed heart failure may lead to lower optimism), we re-examined the association between optimism and heart failure after excluding any cases of heart failure that developed within 2 years of baseline. Although this analysis cannot fully rule out the possibility of reverse causality, it may provide evidence to reduce concerns that prodromal disease alters a person's generalized expectations for the future. In this analysis (n=6549), we had to drop participants who self-identified themselves in a race/ethnicity category other than white, black, or Hispanic because there were not enough cases of heart failure to power the analyses for this group. Fourth, we tested a potential interaction between optimism and sex to assess possible sex differences in the association of interest.
Logits were converted into ORs for ease of interpretation. Given that the probability of heart failure was rare in our sample (6.14%), our reported ORs may be regarded as relative risks. 36 All reported results in this study were weighted using HRS sampling weights to account for the complex multistage probability survey design, which includes individual nonresponse, sample clustering, stratification, and further poststratification using Stata (StataCorp 2011, Stata Statistical Software: Release 12, StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).
Missing Data Analysis
For all study variables, the overall item nonresponse rate was only 0.48%. However, the missing data were distributed across variables, resulting in a 4.22% loss of respondents when complete case analyses were attempted. Therefore, to examine the impact of missing data on our results and to obtain less biased estimates, multiple imputation procedures were used to impute missing data. Results were largely the same between the original and imputed data sets. We therefore used the data set with multiple imputation for all analyses reported here because this technique provides a more accurate estimate of association than other methods of handling missing data. 37
Results
Descriptive Analyses
The average age of respondents at baseline was 70 years (SD=10.26). Respondents tended to be female (59%) and married (62%). Most had a high school degree (54%) or attended some college (22%). Respondents identified as being white (71%), black (17%), Hispanic (10%), or Other (2%). Among the 6808 participants, 418 respondents developed heart failure during the 4-year follow-up (196 women and 222 men). Table 1 describes the distribution of covariates across quartiles of optimism.
Optimism and Heart Failure Incidence
Associations between optimism and heart failure were highly consistent across all 5 models. For example, in the core model (model 2), each SD increase in optimism was associated with a multivariate-adjusted OR of 0.74 for heart failure (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.63-0.85), suggesting that people with higher optimism were at lower risk for incident heart failure. When considering each block of potential pathway covariates, the association between optimism and incident heart failure was somewhat attenuated, but remained significant in all the models (models 3-5, Table 2 ). See Table I in the Data Supplement for more detailed information about these results.
Considering Psychological Ill-Being
Each psychological factor when added sequentially to the base model caused only a modest decrease in the association between optimism and heart failure. For example, when anxiety was added to the core model, the multivariate-adjusted OR for optimism was 0.79 (95% CI, 0.66-0.96). Overall, the relationship between optimism and heart failure remained significant in each of the analyses. When all 3 psychological factors were simultaneously added to the base model, the effect of optimism remained significant (OR, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.69-0.99). See Table II in the Data Supplement for more detailed information about these results.
Additional Analyses
When examining quartiles of optimism, the findings suggested a dose-response relationship ( Table 3 ). For example, in the core model (model 2, Table 3 ) relative to those with the lowest optimism, people with moderately high optimism had a somewhat lower risk of heart failure (OR, 0.61; 95% CI, 0.44-0.86), whereas those with the highest optimism had the lowest risk of heart failure (OR, 0.42; 95% CI, 0.27-0.64). These findings were maintained even after adjusting for biological and behavioral covariates.
In a sensitivity analysis, we excluded individuals who developed heart failure in the first 2 years of follow-up (n=6549). Although statistical power was substantially reduced, the association between optimism and heart failure risk remained significant in all the models (Table 4 ). Finally, a potential interaction between optimism and sex was formally tested and the result was not significant (P=0.303).
Discussion
To date, this is the first study to investigate the association between optimism and risk of developing heart failure. During a 4-year follow-up period, optimism was associated with a reduced likelihood of developing heart failure in a nationally representative sample of older adults (aged >50 years). After adjusting for sociodemographic covariates, each SD increase in optimism was associated with a 26% lower risk of developing heart failure during the follow-up. Furthermore, we observed a dose-response relationship. As optimism levels increased, risk of developing heart failure decreased in a monotonic fashion.
In addition, secondary analyses helped temper possible concerns that the optimism and heart failure association found in this study might be largely attributable to undiagnosed heart failure leading to reduced optimism, rather than optimism serving as an antecedent to heart failure. In analyses conducted only after excluding individuals who developed heart failure earlier in the follow-up period, results showed that the association between optimism and heart failure was maintained. Although such findings cannot conclusively rule out the possibility that undiagnosed heart failure may influence optimism, these findings suggest that it is less likely. The relationship between optimism and heart failure persisted even after adjusting for a range of risk factors including sociodemographic, behavioral, biological, and psychological covariates. These results are consistent with past studies that repeatedly show that the relationship between psychological well-being and cardiovascular outcomes is attenuated by risk-related behavior and biological conditions, but is not fully explained by these factors. 11 In fact, the magnitude of attenuation in effect estimates after considering biological and behavioral variables was modest. This suggests that other mechanisms may be at play.
A growing number of studies suggest that the protective nature of optimism may be attributable to both indirect and direct pathways. Optimists may engage in healthier lifestyles that minimize health risks and enhance health. For example, in 1 study, having higher optimism at the outset of a cardiac rehabilitation program predicted increased exercise and successful lowering of body fat, saturated fat, and an index of overall coronary risk. 38 Other studies have found that optimists are more likely to engage in health-promoting behaviors such as eating healthier diets, exercising more, managing stress better, and abstaining from smoking. [11] [12] [13] [14] Although we took account of some of these factors, our measures may have been somewhat imprecise and therefore inexactly estimated the contribution of these factors to explaining how optimism might improve cardiovascular health. However, other pathways may be worthy of consideration. For example, direct biological effects of optimism have been hypothesized. Optimism has been linked with healthier levels of interleukin-6, C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, carotid intima-medial thickness, lipids, and serum antioxidants. 13, [39] [40] [41] Furthermore, social support has been identified as mediating the effect of optimism on stress and has been posited as a possible mediator between optimism and cardiovascular disease. 42 Additional studies are necessary to identify the mechanisms that may underlie the observed protective effect of optimism on heart failure risk.
Past studies have shown that psychological ill-being, as measured by anxiety, hostility, or depression, is associated with an increased risk of adverse cardiovascular events. 21 However, there was little evidence of confounding by these factors in our study because the association between optimism and incident heart failure was minimally altered after adjusting for these psychological factors. This finding decreases concerns that optimism merely reflects an absence of psychological ill-being and suggests that optimism may uniquely impact risk of heart failure. It also adds to the research that has begun to disentangle whether the biological benefits originating from psychological well-being are distinct from the physiological costs attributable to psychological ill-being. 43, 44 In fact, prior work has suggested that psychological well-being and psychological ill-being show distinct biological correlates. 44 Our study has several limitations and strengths. Limitations include relying on self-report of heart failure. Numerous studies, however, have shown that self-reported heart failure is a reasonable proxy for more objective measures. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Despite the limitations of using self-reported heart failure, our findings are consistent with a substantial body of research demonstrating that optimism is linked with healthier behaviors, healthier physiological profiles, and enhanced cardiovascular health. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [38] [39] [40] [41] 45 This tempers the likelihood that findings from this study are spurious or attributable to misclassification of the heart failure outcome. In addition, some risk factors, such as family history of cardiovascular disease and genetic vulnerability, were not assessed, and as a result, we could not take into account potential confounding attributable to these factors. Our data also lacked information about pathogenetic subtypes of heart failure, so we could not consider effects separately by subtype. Finally, it is possible that people had lower optimism because they had the side effects of undiagnosed heart failure. Although sensitivity analyses did not suggest that this was a significant problem, additional work is needed to confirm the direction of effects.
Despite these limitations, this research has several considerable strengths. HRS is one of the few nationally representative studies to contain extensive information on both heart failure and potential risk factors, especially those that are psychological in nature. Thus, we were able to assess the association between optimism and heart failure after adjusting for a wide array of covariates. In addition, a widely used and validated measure of the primary exposure of interest was available. Furthermore, the prospective nature of our data minimizes concerns that the associations found in this study are attributable to retrospective reporting bias or reverse causality.
Heart failure is a leading cause of hospitalization among older adults in the United States, and the population of older adults is projected to double by 2050. 4 Continued research in this domain may not only enhance our knowledge of optimism's effects on heart health, but also increase the conceptual and physiological understanding of how mental and physical health interact. Additional longitudinal studies are necessary to examine in more detail how optimism might protect against heart failure. Because heart failure is an umbrella term for many varying forms of the disease including systolic heart failure, diastolic heart failure, and left ventricular heart failure, additional research should evaluate whether optimism has similar protective effects on each of these conditions. This knowledge may then contribute to the development of more specific heart failure prevention and intervention programs. Should future research corroborate our findings, supplementing psychological interventions and current heart failure protocol with interventions shown to reliably increase psychological well-being, such as optimism, may be warranted. 17, 18, [46] [47] [48] 
CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE
We prospectively analyzed data on 6808 older adults (who were free of heart failure at baseline) from the Health and Retirement Study. Higher optimism was associated with a lower risk of incident heart failure during the 4-year follow-up period. The association persisted even after adjusting for a wide range of potential covariates. This study builds on a growing body of literature that has found prospective links between optimism and better cardiovascular health. This literature suggests that the protective nature of optimism is attributable to both indirect and direct pathways. The indirect pathway might work through behavior. For example, optimists are more likely to engage in health-promoting behaviors such as eating healthier diets, exercising more, managing stress better, and abstaining from smoking. Optimism may also have direct biological effects. For example, optimists have healthier levels of interleukin-6, C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, carotid intima-medial thickness, lipids, and serum antioxidants. Optimism is ≈25% heritable, shaped by social influences, and can also be learned. Causal conclusions cannot be drawn from observational studies. However, psychological exercises and simple, inexpensive interventions are being developed that can enhance optimism. If future research replicates our findings, randomized controlled trials that raise optimism in people at risk for cardiovascular events may reveal innovative ways of helping deter cardiovascular decline, and clinical attention to this attribute may be beneficial. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the association between optimism and heart failure.
